- BEVERAGES -

- BEER -

THAI ICED TEA

3

CHANG

Small - 4 | Large - 7

THAI ICED COFFEE

3

SINGHA

Small - 4 | Large - 7

SODA (Free Refilled)

2

HEINEKEN

4

SHOCKTOP

4

(COKE | DIET COKE | GINGERALE | ROOT BEER | SPRITE
| DR.PEPPER)

ICE TEA (Free Refilled)

SOJU (375ml)

(UNSWEET | SWEET | SWEET GREEN | RASPBERRY)

LEMONADE (Regular | Strawberry)
HOT TEA (Jasmine | Green)
SAN PELLEGRINO

- SOJU -

2
2

2
Small - 3 | Large - 7

// TEA
APPLE BLOSSOM GREEN TEA
This China green tea is enriched with the crisp tart
sweet flavor of apples and the sweet essence of
orange blossoms.
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Soju has a clean, neutral taste that makes it a good
pairing with Thai food. Soju is comparable to vodka but
sweeter. Made from rice.

// SOJU MARTINI
Soju, pear puree and muddled fresh ginger/sugar.

LYCHEE
Soju and lychee puree.

BLUE MELON

A harmonious blend, sweet with the lushness of
blueberries and counterbalanced with rich fine
black tea. The USDA has found that blueberries
help promote anti-aging and disease prevention.

Soju, watermelon, and a splash of blue-raspberry.

A relaxing

blend combines the ancient health
properties of China green tea with ginseng and full
blossom honey. This delicious, subtly sweet tea offers
a peaceful sipping experience.

KIWI PEAR GREEN TEA
This China green tea is luscious with the naturally
sweet flavor of ripe pears and tropical tang of kiwi.
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GINGER-PEAR

WILD BLUEBERRY BLACK TEA

HONEY GINSENG GREEN TEA
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POMEGRANATE
Soju, pomegranate juice, and a splash of lime.

SOUR APPLE
Soju, green apple juice, and a splash of sour drop.

MANGO PASSION
Soju, mango puree, and a splash of raspberry.

BLUERAZZ
Soju, blue-raspberry, and a splash of lime.

GINGER PEACH BLACK TEA

MOSQUITO BITE

This is the best selling tea its offers the sweet lushness
of a fancy peach seasoned with the tingle of spicy
ginger. Voted Outstanding Beverage by the National
Association of Specialty Food Trade.

Soju, muddled mint leaves/sugar, and a splash of lime.

POMEGRANATE GREEN TEA

CUCUMBER GINGER

The glistening crimson seeds of the pomegranate
are juicy and sweet. Pomegranates are high in
antioxidants, vitamins.

Soju, muddled cucumber/ginger/sugar, and a splash of
sour drop.

STRAWBERRY CHERRY DECAF BLACK TEA
Natural Strawberry and Cherry Decaf Black Tea
features a hint of honey. Perfect for all ages.

GOJI RASPBERRY GREEN
The goji berry has been known for generations in Tibet
and is considered one of the world's most nutritionally
rich foods. Combined with green tea, this blend is rich
with vitamins, minerals, amino acids and antioxidants.

GINGER COSMO
Soju, cranberry juice, lime, and a fresh ginger.

// SOJU COCKTAILS
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MANGO MOJITO
Soju, muddled mint leaves, mango puree, and a splash
of fresh lime served on the rocks..

RUBY OF SIAM
Soju, pomegranate juice, and a splash of fresh lime.

ACAI GREEN TEA

SOJU CAIPIRINHA

The Açaí (ah-sigh-ee) berry has the rich flavors of
grape and blueberries. Combined with the flavors
of green tea this delicious duo offers a one two
punch of antioxidants.

Soju, muddled lime, raspberry, and a splash of Sprite.

LAUGHING BUDDHA
Soju and Sprite served on the rock.

- SAKE -

- WINE -

SAKE FLIGHT SET OF THREE 2-OZ.

15

HEAVEN’S DOOR / BRIDE OF THE FOX / STAR-FILLED
SKY
“A tasting of three different styles from one of Japan’s
finest breweries”

WHITE WINE
SAUVIGNON BLANC
Sterling / Napa Valley

GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24

“Hints of lemon, complemented by flavors of honeydew
and lime zest”

RIESLING
GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24
Chateau Ste. Michelle / Columbia Valley

CLEAN (REFRESHING & CRISP)

“A fine, off-dry with sweet lime and peach; easy and
crisp aftertaste”

“HEAVEN’S DOOR” AMA NO TO
Glass 10 | Carafe 24 | Bottle 55
“Fresh herb spice, slightly dry, earthiness, clean and
focus on the finish”

CHARDONNAY
Fetzer / Mendocino

GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24

“Medium body, full flavors of apple, pear and tropical
fruits, well balanced; smooth”

AROMATIC (FLORAL & FRUITY)
“BRIDE OF THE FOX” KANBARA

SPARKLING WINES

Glass 10 | Carafe 24 | Bottle 55
“Grilled nut, honeydew, crisp with a hint of sweetness”

MUMM “Cuvee M” / Napa Valley
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“Clean, dry and crisp with citrus and apple flavors on
the finish”

FLAVORFUL (RICH & ROBUST)
“STAR-FILLED SKY” MANTENSEI

RED WINE

Glass 10 | Carafe 24 | Bottle 55
“Honey-laced nose, good richness and overall balance,
slightly dry”

BEAUJOLAIS
GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24
Georges Duboeuf / Burgundy

SPECIALTY (FLAVORED, SPARKLING, REFRESHING)

PINOT NOIR
GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24
Rodney Strong / Russian River Valley

HANA LYCHEE

“Ruby in color with aromas of black cherry and strawberry with fine tannins”

Glass 6 | Carafe 10 | Bottle 24
“Aromatic and enticing with the intense flavor of this
exotic fruit, soft and silky smooth”

MOONSTONE ASIAN PEAR
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“Lush aroma of fresh Asian Pear Apple, and a hint of
sweetness”

MOONSTONE PLUM

12

“Sweet plum delights your palate without the sugary
thickness of plum wines”

GEKKEIKAN SEPANG

12

“Lively and bright; crisp, sweet yet refreshingly light”

CALIFORNIA SAKES (AMERICA’S FAVORITE SAKE)
SHO CHIKU BAI PREMIUM GINJO

12

“Clean and grassy aroma with vanilla, nectarine and
fruity flavors”

SHO CHIKU BAI ORGANIC NAMA

12

“Delightfully nutty and earthy flavor with a hint of fruity
aroma”

SHO CHIKU BAI NIGORI CREMÉ DE SAKE

CHIANTI
Ruffino / Tuscany

GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24

“Medium bodied, fresh, rip and fruity with scents of violets wrapped around flavors of cherry”

MERLOT
GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24
Rutherford Hill / Napa Valley
“Rich cherry and plum fruit flavors with balance structure and smooth tannins”

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Mondavi / Napa Valley

GLASS - 7 | BOTTLE - 24

“Very aromatic with black fruits, medium to full-bodied
and well balanced”

HOUSE SELECTION
CHARDONNAY
Smoking Loon / California

6

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Smoking Loon / California

6

12

“Coconut custard on the nose with pear, and a toasty
marshmallow finish”

SHO CHIKU BAI CLASSIC

“A deep, luminous cherry color, red with bluish tints. The
bouquet offers rip red fruit character”

SMALL - 6 | LARGE - 10

“Rich, creamy and herbaceous flavor with pineapple
and juniper notes”

SPARKLING COCKTAIL
CHAMPAGNE COSMO
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Cranberry juice, triple sec, lime, and champagne

PEACH BELLINI
Peach puree and champagne

WWW.RICEONMAIN.COM
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